JIM AND JUDITH GREALISH
SIDE BY SIDE
Commitment, grace, compassion, respect and empathy—Jim (RIP) and Judith Grealish embody the values and
virtues of the St Vincent de Paul Society. Their unwavering faith and spirituality are reflected in their hospitality,
which is legendary, be it extended to the Society family or to those on the margins.

Judith and Jim both grew up in New Zealand and
met each other at their local tennis club. Neither
were brilliant tennis players. It was Jim’s humour
and the fact that he was an avid reader, like herself,
that sparked her interest.

commissioning masses, celebrations, thanksgiving
masses, ordinations, planning days, lectures and
other special events. A mountain of booklets
demonstrate the geography covered and the
dedication to honour those serving the Society.

Jim and Judith married on 20 August 1960 and
went on to have four children. Jim and Judith
settled into family life in New Zealand, but when
Jim received a great job offer abroad, they made
the tough decision to uproot the family and move to
Australia in 1988. Judith can still recall very well the
sense of loss and upheaval involved in the move,
especially in that first year.

Other papers record the key critical issues Jim
oversaw and managed when society treasurer and
later as state president; such as restructuring of the
Society and modernising systems to comply with
GST; embarking on a comprehensive re-founding
exercise, Black Saturday bushfires, and the Victorian
Society’s 150th year celebrations.

“Lord, make me an instrument of your peace.”
Approaching Judith’s front door, the gentle tones of
Chopin float from the house. The Grealish home is
full of light, warmth and many sunny nooks that look
out over Judith’s beloved garden.

There are lots of photos. The house is a celebration
of Judith and Jim, their family, the many chapters
in their lives where they met many wonderful
people, and their garden. Judith produces bundles
of papers that chronicle the breadth of Jim’s
involvement in the Society. Judith and Jim attended
and participated in countless events and activities:

Leafing through photo albums there’s further
evidence of the high volume of Jim and Judith’s
involvement in attending Society events and
celebrations. It’s breathtaking what they packed into
almost two decades.

Wherever Jim went, Judith was right beside him.
There’s a sense they enjoyed every moment in
each other’s company. Judith describes their
active involvement with the Society as probably the
happiest period of their retirement years.
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“Where there is doubt, faith”

“Where there is sadness, joy”

Jim was an avowed change-maker and a centralist.
In a geographically-dispersed organisation such as
the Society, Jim was acutely aware of an outpost
mentality that existed in some pockets. Conferences
could be oblivious about the fact that they ultimately
reported to a higher body. Many conferences
accustomed to running their own shows without
reference to State Council, were resistant to
change. There was in-fighting, dissent and plenty
of vitriol. Jim did not have much patience when he
knew what he wanted to achieve and his path was
blocked.

Judith is an accomplished pianist and organist, and
she enjoyed playing old songs, such as ‘The Road
to Tipperary’, for those she visited during home
visits, or hospital and aged care visits.

In the 1980s, like many well-established
organisations, the Society membership wasn’t only
run, but also was solely populated, by men, and
while Judith never courted controversy, she also
passionately believed that women had much to offer
conferences.

“I was new to the country, new to bayside
Melbourne, and wanted to become involved in
worthwhile activities. After mass, I approached
Bernie Morrissey, Stella Maris Beaumaris
Conference president, and asked him if I might join
the conference. Well, his eyes nearly popped out of
his head!”
Bernie Morrissey was an ardent, old school member
of the Society. He and his wife had no children and
the Society was their life. Confronted as he was
initially, he was all for Judith seeking membership
along with the men. He encouraged her to come to
the next meeting advising her to meet him outside.
He would not give the men prior warning. Judith
braced herself for a less than enthusiastic reception
from the conference members.

“There was only one other woman in a room of
elderly men and it was clear we were there to make
cups of tea. I sensed immediately women really
weren’t welcome. But Bernie, bless him, persevered
and supported me all the way.”
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Jim was not able to be involved initially in Society
work due to his work commitments. Within a few
years, this would change and the Society would
benefit from his high level financial and governance
expertise.

In 1995, Jim left his job and joined a finance
committee at central office.

Jim realised local conference involvement was
neither his real interest nor where he could put
his talents to best use. He joined Stella Maris
Conference, mainly as the first step to membership,
but did enjoy accompanying Judith on home visits.
She shielded him from the minutiae of conference
life, knowing he wouldn’t have tolerated the, at
times, parochial nature of conference affairs.
Jim’s eye was always squarely on the big picture;
the far-horizon view. It wasn’t long before he was
co-opted onto committees such as finance and
marketing where he could serve the Society.

When Jim finished his stint as state president, he
joined Cheltenham Conference, one that’s very
involved in social justice and advocacy. It was a
better fit. He was rostered for regular home visits.

“Where there is hatred, let me sow love”
Judith was part of the Olive’s Place Support
Group—a small but dedicated group of women
Vincentians who visited offering friendship to
women and children escaping domestic violence.
Olive’s Place was originally an old-style refuge that
has, in recent years, been replaced with purposebuilt accommodation, managed by VincentCare.
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Judith loved this involvement and both Judith and
Jim tried to be simply there the person. In the spirit
of Frederic Ozanam, these visits were always nonjudgemental offers of friendship, companionship
and fun. Judith herself remembers taking a few
turns on a trampoline with the children, all part of
providing some fun for children who experienced
trauma as a result of abusive home lives.

“Where there is injury, pardon”
Another treasured area of Society involvement for
Judith was doing prison visits with Jim on Sundays.
Judith had hoped that she and Jim would continue
doing these after Jim retired from the Society. They
both had a strong sense of gaining more than
they gave from the time spent at what was then
the Melbourne Remand Centre. While Judith has
discontinued her involvement with this special work,
she retains immense admiration for this area of work
of the society. She hopes that the Society is still
active in this field of mission as she found it to be
a true enactment of journeying with people on the
margins.

Judith acknowledges Maurie Taylor’s considerable
leadership in his ministry to prisoners through this
special work of the Society. His work now continues
under the guidance of Gerard Wilson who has taken
over organising prison ministry of all prisons.

There has been a growth in the number of prisons
across Victoria as governments focus less on
rehabilitation and more on a tough-on crime
stance. The demand and the pressing need for
Vincentians to journey alongside and offer friendship
to the men and women on the inside cannot be
underestimated.

Sr Mary O’Shannassy GSM, long-term Catholic
prison chaplain revered by generations of inmates
and awarded an OAM for services to prison
chaplaincy, supported Judith in those visits. On
Sundays, Fr Joe Caddy would say two masses and,
after each one, the visitors would join inmates for

morning tea. This was where Judith really shone.

“Prison visits confronted me at first. The first time
was emotionally overwhelming. Sr Mary took me
aside and I cried. With her guidance, I came to love
these visits with the men. They were people just like
Jim and me. They may have made one mistake and
their life has taken a horrible turn for them and
their families.”
Facing the cruel reality of a sentence takes its toll.
Chaplains, such as Sr Mary O’Shannassy continue
to journey with the men and women in Victoria’s
prisons, offering grace and solace where there may
be little on offer.

Jim tirelessly advocated for a better deal for the
men and women who spend many years within
the confines of the prisons. He often used to say:
Justice delayed is justice denied. It bothered him
that he met blokes who had been on remand for
long periods waiting to go on trial.

Both Judith and Jim tried to do what they could
to soften the blows and bring God’s grace into the
lives of the people they met.

SPECIAL ENCOUNTERS
“Where there is darkness, light ”
Judith cherishes the many friendships she and Jim
developed through the Society network; including
staff and State Council members. Many encounters
have left an indelible mark and Judith still maintains
regular contact with many of these people.

She counts Sr Toni Matha IBVM as a wonderful
friend and can still recall the first time Jim brought
Sr Toni to their home. Sr Toni has been a constant
support since Jim’s death. Judith marvels at her
sense of humour, dignified presence, wisdom
and positive outlook. Judith and Jim also enjoyed
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their dealings with the Catholic Aboriginal Ministry.
Judith, in particular, remembers Vicki Walker. There
were many other special events, too numerous
to mention, but some remain prominently in her
memory—meeting a number of Sudanese women
at an event in Sunshine, youth ministry and the
wonderful youth balls—Judith always encouraged
everyone to get up on the dance floor.

DEVOUT FAITH
“Where there is doubt, faith”
Religion has always been a key aspect of Jim
and Judith’s lives, both before they met, and as
a couple. From a young age, Judith has said the
St Francis of Assisi prayer, “Lord make me an
instrument of your peace”. It was as a young mother
that it came to mean a great deal to her. She has
always kept a copy on display in her home. It
represents for Judith how she has aimed to live her
life. Judith always speaks to God before going to
Cabrini Aged Care to give communion to patients.

Jim’s mother was very devout and hoped her
son would join the priesthood. Jim was very well
educated in the Catholic system and was one of the
very few of his group to go to university.

While Judith misses Jim every day, there are
particularly times that she misses him most. They
had a lovely ritual of praying together, reading over
the morning prayers for mass. She misses the
chance to ask Jim what some of the scriptures
mean. He was well versed in theology, enhanced by
formal studies, and she always benefited from his
clarity of interpretation and persuasive self-belief.
Also, when times are challenging, and when she has
news to share, she feels his loss deeply. Jim had a
great love of the Catholic faith and of the Society.
Jim made light of his investiture as papal knight,
Order of St George in 2010, but privately was very
moved and humbled by this acknowledgement.
Judith recalls discussing with him how proud his
mother would have been. Jim was an honest, wise
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person who was able to sum up people quickly. He
wasn’t always tolerant and could be black and white
on some topics.

“He had a razor sharp mind, incredible intellect
and memory. I could go to Jim with any question
and he could answer it for me. He could be blunt,
demanding people cut through the bulls**t and get
to the point. Still, I miss discussing events in the
current political landscape with him.”
A shared pleasure was travel. The last trip they
made together was to Norfolk Island. Another
great love of Jim’s was reading. He was widely
read – biographies, fiction, non-fiction. He’d
come home with half-a-dozen books. It was an
interest he shared with Syd Tutton, Victorian state
president 2001-2006, and they could often be found
discussing what they were reading.

FOR THE LOVE OF OTHERS
Judith loves to engage with people and help them
– whether it be visiting people in their homes, the
women and children at Olive’s Place or the men in
prison.

GETTING THE BOOKS INTO SHAPE
Jim’s skills derived from his many years in the
corporate sector as an investment manager for
Colonial. He was a clear, objective and unemotional
thinker when it came to finances and governance,
making the often hard business decisions that
needed to be taken. He applied this approach to
his Society involvement as well. In the late 1990s,
while a nominal member of Beaumaris Conference,
Jim was spending most of his time at central office,
then in Little Bourke Street. State President Gerard
Dowling appointed him state council treasurer.
To Jim’s surprise, he had discovered that the
Society’s finance records were not computerised.
This was one of the first major tasks he turned
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his mind to, working closely with the finance
manager. At the same time, he tackled front-on the
misconception many conferences held, that money
they raised was theirs, not the overall Society’s.

Each centre (known as Vinnies Shops or conference
assistance centres) in those days had its own
committee which may or may not have been
responsible to its conference or State Council. In
Jim’s view, the administration of centres at this
time was a shambles. Jim learned there were
many different forms of governance and what
can most kindly be called ‘pseudo governance’.
There was no consideration of occupational health
and safety considerations. People were cavalier
with the centre’s money; all sorts of inappropriate
arrangements existed, such as paying money on the
street to people directly from centre’s tills without
going through the accounts.

In 2005, Jim engaged a consultant, Paul Maguire
who wrote a report advising that the centres were in
a parlous position. The report recommended they
be centralised and responsible to State Council.

Jim recognised in his last year of Society
involvement that there were still some conference
members who believe the conference owns
the centre. It was a battle to end all battles, but
eventually centres were brought under the control of
State Council.

“It was almost eerie. A series of satellites all doing
their own thing, with no overall sense. Strange
arrangements. There would be a pensioner in the
area that the conference would take pity on and
invite her to work for the centre and pay her a
couple of hundred dollars from the till. No PAYE
arrangement, no nothing in relation to employment
protocols. The whole operation was often totally
shambolic,” (Interview Jim Grealish, 2013).
Jim exposed many deficiencies mainly relating to a
lack of proper governance; recruiting practices were
hit and miss and accountability was pretty thin on
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the ground in many areas. It is not an exaggeration
to say that some of the longstanding members saw
it as a war Jim and central office were imposing
on the conferences and there was considerable
resistance.

Jim’s strength was being prepared to take people
on in order to move the Society into the 21st
century. Specifically, the Federal Government had
announced that GST would be introduced on 1
July 2000. The Society would never have complied
without the changes, such as implementing a
computerised finance system and documenting
governance policies and practices. More
significantly, it was potentially facing certain collapse
as a viable agency.

He also backed a move to professionalise boards
and committees. In particular, he recognised that
the Ozanam Board, while an adequate committee
of management for Ozanam matters, was not best
placed to manage the increasing interface with
government tendering-out services to the not-forprofit sector.

He was instrumental in moving to establish a
separate entity, initially known as St Vincent
de Paul Aged Care & Community Services,
now VincentCare, as the vehicle to manage all
government-funded programs of the Society.

Jim went out on the road, talking this initiative
up and selling it to the conferences. He had the
backing of Syd Tutton and others on State Council
and was determined to see this through.

RE-FOUNDING THE SOCIETY
Around 2009, the national Society commenced a
‘refounding journey’ designed to ensure all State
and Territory conferences explored ways to best
embed the foundational story in all they did.

“During the Black Saturday bush fires in 2009
173 people died and more than 400 were injured.”
15
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This was a wonderful opportunity for Syd Tutton,
always a proponent of fresh thinking, to drive the
refounding as national president and to work with
Jim as state president. They had always worked
well, often over a glass of red or whisky, Jim
appreciating Syd’s passionate vision and ability to
let others get on with making things happen. They
both adhered to a sense of the Society as ‘pilgrim
people’; a people on the move not clinging to the
past, but well aware that first and foremost, the
Society is a spiritual organisation.

Neither was afraid to make tough decisions when
required. Both Syd and Jim instilled a maturity into
the Society, tackling obstacles that stood in the way
of genuine ministry to Christ’s poor.

Like Jim, Syd could be very direct. He made it clear
the refounding journey was not to be an exercise in
nostalgia. State councils and conferences needed
to go back to the core reason they existed while
discerning how they could bear witness to this in a
new contemporary context.
Syd often reminded those assembled at gatherings
that the Society was a radical organisation, always
prepared to change to meet the times. The mission
remained the same, but there were different ways of
achieving it. Jim shared this world view.

Jim initiated a root and branch refounding
process, engaging conferences, staff and State
Council. The outcome was a strong re-stating
of the Victorian Society’s reason for being and a
renewed connection with the founding story. Jim
also recognised the future of the Society depended
on engaging with younger people, and he was an
ardent supporter of Young Vinnies and mini Vinnies.

BLACK SATURDAY BUSHFIRES
Being a leader can often involve taking on the
unexpected, and the kind of events it’s hard to
plan for. While the Society is used to providing an
emergency response to natural disasters, no-one
was prepared for the ferocity that would come to be
known as the 2009 Black Saturday Bushfires.

Jim was at the helm as Victorians watched in
anguish at the heavy toll of devastation across many
areas of their State.

This fire is considered by many to be the worst
Australian bushfire disaster with the highest ever
loss of life recorded-173 people died and more than
400 were injured. While certain regions were most
hard hit, in particular, Kinglake, Marysville, Central
Gippsland, the fires were scattered across the State.
It was like a runaway train. The general community
responded spontaneously and generously wanted
to help.

Jim oversaw the implementation of a number of
measures to help coordinate these efforts. A
Victorian man offered his warehouse at Rowville
to the Society, which proved to be an absolute
necessity as donations of goods and clothing
appeared and kept rolling in. State Council,
conferences and Box Hill staff swung behind Jim in
responding swiftly, agilely and courageously to the
immense call for help.

The Society recognised the personal toll would
continue to be felt for many years. A number of
Vincentians contributed their time, energy and
dedication around the clock, to be there for victims.
Jim was conscious of the efforts of the volunteers
and remained the chief fan and motivator of what
came to be known as ‘Team Vinnies’. A ‘thank
you’ event was held at Box Hill with Jim presenting
certificates to staff who had contributed their time
and efforts to this intense and ongoing area of need.
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Many people remember that day fondly. Pulling
together achieves so much more than working in
silos and Jim was a master of leading by example.

responsible for the planning and implementation
of events and so much more. They both always
emphasised the importance of acknowledging
everyone’s efforts and contributions.

A HIGHLY VISIBLE PRESENCE

There are many fine Vincentians who have left their
mark on the Victorian Society. It is an organisation
that embraces a high level of individualism in its
leaders. Every state president is remembered
for a particular legacy and for particular personal
qualities. In Jim Grealish’s case, his legacy is tied
up with Judith. The double act of Jim and Judith
Grealish has added layers of incisive decision
making, warmth of welcome and graciousness that
are now embedded in the Society’s fabric. There
may never be another Jim and Judith but their
impact—both overt and subtle—will continue to be
felt across many areas of the Victorian Society.

In the finest tradition of State presidents, Jim was
‘out and about’ often and everywhere, celebrating
conference jubilees and officiating at Society
openings. He was also active in advocacy and
management of the Society’s financial matters.
He was insistent that the Victorian Society
remain visible and active in its deliberations with
government.

Almost always at his side, was Judith. Naturally selfeffacing, she speaks with great admiration of Jim’s
accomplishments. Jim, in an interview from 2013,
echoed similar appreciation of Judith’s unique gifts.

“As he explained: Judith is actually quite a retiring
person, but when you put her with someone she treats
them like they are the only person in the room. When
her father was in an aged-care facility, in a room with
six or so other men, all the men would light up when she
came in. She can mix with kings and paupers equally
well.”

JUDITH GREALISH

1988—2014 member Beaumaris/Black Rock
Conference
2017 awarded Emeritus Vincentian

JIM GREALISH (1935—2014)
1996—2014 member Beaumaris/Black Rock
Conference
1997—2000 state council treasurer

For a long time Judith was a talented organist
and played at Mentone parish. She also takes
communion to the elderly in the aged-care facilities.
She loved her involvement with others, such as with
the women and children at Olive’s Place. Wherever
we went around the State and nationally, Judith was
always there, helping people feel comfortable and
included. Looking back, Judith remarks that her
involvement in the Victorian Society was a rewarding
experience for her. She enjoyed all aspects—home
visits, prison visits, the celebrations; meeting people
in different settings including on the political stage.

She and Jim knew that everything they did was
made possible by the committed team in central
office and other parts of the Society, who were
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2003—2014 member Melbourne Conference
2006—2010 state president
2006—2010 member, National Council
2010 awarded Papal Honour of Knight Commander
of St Gregory
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